
Use the Live Tab 
On the Glowstone Lighting Plus App

How To



When you first launch the 
Glowstone Lighting Plus app 
you will be shown this wizard. 
You can choose to use it, or skip 
past it to the live tab. In this 
tutorial we are going to click 
“close” to skip it.
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The first thing you can do from 
the live tab is turn your lights on 
or off. There are 2 ways to turn 
your lights on or off. The first is 
the “master” on/off switch. This 
will turn your lights off and will 
override the timer.
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The second way to turn on or off 
your lights is to use this button. 
The difference with this button 
is if you turn your lights off with 
it, your timer will still activate 
and your lights will still come on 
at the scheduled time.
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Another thing you can do is view 
any events you have scheduled 
for the day. If you do have an 
event scheduled you can 
choose to edit it by simply 
clicking on it.
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From here you are also able to 
see a preview of what your 
lights are doing by clicking on 
the eye at the top.
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If you scroll down you will see a 
button that says “open colour 
picker”. Clicking on this will bring 
up a colour wheel, tap anywhere 
on this wheel to change your 
lights to that colour.
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If you want to use multiple 
colours you will have to 
select a color palette. You 
can do this here.
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When using colour palettes you 
will also need to choose an 
effect. Some of the more popular 
effects are- Solid pattern tri, 
Flow, Tri chase, and Twinklefox.
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Using the effect intensity and 
speed sliders you are able to 
change how the effect behaves. 
It is important to remember 
though that not all of the effects 
move. Such effects will only be 
influenced by intensity.
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We suggest that you play around 
with the live tab. Doing this is not 
only fun because you get to see 
your lights changing but will also 
help you to become more 
familiar with the app.
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We hope you Love Coming Home 
to your GlowStone Lighting. 

Thank you! Please don’t hesitate to reach out with 
any questions you may have: 

● (403)-710-3381
● Operations@GlowStoneLighting.com

Social: @GlowStoneLightingGlowStoneLighting.com


